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Our video instructions provide the best guidance for setting up your Sock It! Baseball/Softball Net. 
They can be viewed online at 

RukketSports

A. PVC cap
B. Plug for support tubes
C. Metal spring button
D. Left support tube
E. Right support tube
F. Double taper tube 
G. Single taper tube
H. Aluminum cap for �berglass pole
I. Fiberglass poles
J. Aluminum connector for �berglass pole
K. Metal stakes
L. Basketball Net
M. Target

M



Then attach both end legs 
(Fig. B)

1. Join the two slightly bent 
pipes together (Fig. A) poles,with coupling tubes at 

the top, into the angled pipes 
on the metal base.

2. Install the two lower �berglass 3. Thread a �berglass pole 
through one of the net's sleeves 

making sure the net is right side up 
(white loops at the top corners and 

black bungees at the bottom corners).

4. Repeat for the other side. 5. Insert an upper �berglass 
pole into one of the lower pole's 
coupling tube. The metal knob 

should be at the top.

6. Gripping the assembled 
�berglass pole, slide the 

net's sleeve up the pole and 
loop the white rope onto the 

metal knob on top.

7. Insert the remaining 
upper �berglass pole 

into the remaining 
lower pole.

8. Grip the pole and slide 
the sleeve up before 

looping the white rope 
around the metal pole top.
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9. Loop the black elastic bungees 
over the metal posts located on the 
outside of each end leg. Wrap the 

velcro around the frame (X in Fig. 8).
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10. Lay the target �at on the ground to
make it easier to untangle. Insert the
black hooks on the upper strike zone 
straps into the red loops in the upper 
corners of the net. 

11. Attach the lower bungee loop 
from the lower strike zone cords 
to the post at the base of both legs.

12. To adjust the height of the strike
zone target, slide the plastic adjusters
along the nylon tape up or down.

13. For a higher strike zone, use the 
elastic loops at the end of the elastic 
cords. For a lower strike zone, use the
elastic loops farther up the elastic cords.

14. The four inner ropes slide along
 the strike zone edges

15. Adjust the ropes any way you
want to create your own unique 
pitching challenges!


